Temporal lobe surgical resection brings seizure remission in up to 80% of patients, with long-term complete seizure freedom in 41%. However, it is unclear how surgery impacts on the structural white matter network, and how the network changes relate to seizure outcome.
Introduction
Epilepsy is a serious neurological disorder characterised by recurrent unprovoked seizures affecting 1% of the population. Neurosurgical resection can bring remission in up to 80% of those with refractory focal epilepsy, with 41% remaining entirely seizure free for years (de Tisi et al. 2011) . The most common type of epilepsy surgery is anterior temporal lobe resection, in which the amygdala, anterior hippocampus, and anterior temporal neocortex are removed. The commonest neurological sequelae of temporal lobe surgery are memory impairment, visual field deficits and word-finding difficulties (Jutila et al. 2002 , Gooneratne et al. 2017 .
Recent studies have investigated surgical outcome by considering the brain as a network of connected regions. Such networks can then be subjected to quantitative analysis techniques, which measure local and global properties in networks (see Bernhardt et al. (2015) for review). Network measures that have been found to be altered in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) include the clustering coefficient of a region, which captures the connectedness of neighbours of a region (Bernhardt et al. 2011 ). Furthermore, the strength of a connection (e.g. the number of streamlines connecting two areas), or the strength of a region's connectivity (e.g. the number of streamlines connecting a region to all other regions) may also be altered in TLE Taylor et al. 2015) . Another measure of a network is its efficiency, which is a measure of network integration -i.e. how easy it is to travel between one region to another via direct and indirect paths, and has been shown to be altered in patients with TLE (Liu et al. 2014) . Finally, regression analysis and machine learning approaches have also been applied to brain networks of TLE to relate them to surgical outcome (Bonilha et al. 2013; Munsell et al. 2015; Bonilha et al. 2015; Ji et al. 2015) .
A challenge in comparing networks across subjects is the choice of an appropriate baseline or benchmark. There are two common approaches to this. One is to threshold the connectivity so that all subjects have the same number of connections. A range of thresholds are then checked, and the most significant results reported across thresholds ). This has the drawback of removing 'weak' but potentially important connections. A second approach is to compare the network to a random network with the same number of regions and connections. Typically this is done by either rewiring the existing network (Maslov and Sneppen 2002) , or by generating a new network according to predefined rules (Betzel et al. 2016; Bauer and Kaiser 2017) . Many different types of baseline networks can be used and this will therefore influence results.
Recently Kuceyeski et al. (2013) introduced the network modification (NeMo) tool in the context of stroke and multiple sclerosis . The NeMo tool is a method to enable a direct comparison between networks that undergo change. For example, in their study of stroke, the authors drew masks over stroke affected areas and overlaid this mask with data from healthy subjects. Normal connectivity from the healthy subjects, and altered connectivity (i.e. tracts which pass through the stroke mask) were calculated. This approach allowed the authors to calculate a change in connectivity metric (ChaCo) , which was shown to correlate with outcomes. Since the authors use the pre-stroke network as a baseline to investigate the implied post-stroke differences, the analysis is possible without the need to generate random networks or threshold the connectivities. A drawback of that study is that the tractography was derived from a cohort of healthy controls, rather than the stroke patients. Nonetheless, this framework is ideally suited to investigate changes in networks, given a well-defined alteration such as a stroke or surgery.
In this study we used a ChaCo-like approach in the context of epilepsy surgery and addressed the following questions: What is the impact of surgery on the patient's network? How does this impact graph theoretic properties such as region strength, network efficiency? Do these changes to patient networks correlate with surgical outcome?
Although the resection masks we use in this study are derived retrospectively from postoperative data, our methods could in future be applied preoperatively using a mask of the intended resection.
Materials and Methods

Patients & MRI acquisition
We retrospectively studied 53 patients who underwent temporal lobe epilepsy surgery at the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London, United Kingdom. Full patient details can be found in table S1, a summary is given in table 1. Patient outcomes were defined at 12 months postoperatively, according to the ILAE classification of surgical outcomes (Wieser et al. 2001 ) and separated into two groups. Group 1 includes patients who were completely seizure free (ILAE 1), and group 2 incorporates all other possibilities (ILAE 2-6). No patient had any prior history of neurosurgery. We used a " test to check for differences between outcome groups in gender, side of surgery, and evidence of hippocampal sclerosis. We applied Kruskal-Wallis test to check for differences in age between outcome groups. Diffusion MRI data were acquired using a cardiac-triggered single-shot spin-echo planar imaging sequence (Wheeler-Kingshott et al. 2002) with echo time = 73 ms. Sets of 60 contiguous 2.4 mm-thick axial slices were obtained covering the whole brain, with diffusion sensitizing gradients applied in each of 52 noncollinear directions (b value of 1,200mm 2 s -1 [ = 21 ms, = 29 ms, using full gradient strength of 40mT m −1 ]) along with 6 non-diffusion weighted scans. The gradient directions were calculated and ordered as described elsewhere (Cook et al. 2007 ). The field of view was 24cm, and the acquisition matrix size was 96 × 96, zero filled to 128 × 128 during reconstruction, giving a reconstructed voxel size of 1.875 × 1.875 × 2.4 mm. The DTI acquisition time for a total of 3,480 image slices was approximately 25 minutes (depending on subject heart rate).
Image processing
T1 processing
Preoperative anatomical MRI was used to generate parcellated regions of interest (network nodes: ROIs). We used two different approaches to do this, generating two different parcellation schemes. First, we used the FreeSurfer recon-all pipeline (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), which performs intensity normalisation, skull stripping, subcortical volume generation, grey/white segmentation, and parcellation (Fischl 2012) . The default parcellation scheme from FreeSurfer (the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Fischl et al. 2002; Desikan et al. 2006 )) contains 82 cortical ROIs and subcortical ROIs and is widely used in the literature (e.g. Munsell et al 2016 , Taylor et al 2015 . The method FreeSurfer uses to generate its ROIs uses anatomical priors based on a manually annotated dataset from healthy controls. However, this may be suboptimal in the case of disease and therefore, we use a second approach based on geodesic information flow (GIF) to generate ROIs (Cardoso et al. 2015) . Using the GIF approach, we generate 114 cortical and subcortical ROIs ( Table 2 ). The results presented in the main manuscript use the GIF derived ROIs, whilst we include results using FreeSurfer derived ROIs in supplementary materials to aid comparison to previous studies. 
DWI processing
Preoperative diffusion MRI data were first corrected for signal drift (Vos et al. 2016 ), then eddy current and movement artefacts were corrected using the FSL eddy_correct tool (Andersson and Sotiropoulos 2016) . The b vectors were then rotated appropriately using the 'fdt-rotate-bvecs' tool as part of FSL (Jenkinson et al. 2012 , Leemans & Jones, 2009 ). The diffusion data were reconstructed using generalised q-sampling imaging (Yeh, Wedeen, and Tseng 2010) with a diffusion sampling length ratio of 1.2. A deterministic fibre tracking algorithm (Yeh et al. 2013 ) was then used, allowing for crossing fibres within voxels, with seeds placed at the whole brain. Probabilistic approaches to fibre tracking (e.g. Tournier et al. 2012) have been shown to perform less well with respect to accuracy and number of false positive connections inferred 1 . The choice of tractography algorithm is therefore related to whether sensitivity or specificity is more important. It was recently shown (Zalesky et al. 2016 ) that the introduction of false positive connections is substantially more detrimental to the calculation of graph theoretic measures such as efficiency and clustering than the introduction of false negatives. We therefore use deterministic tractography since this has been shown to have fewer false positive connections 1 . The angular threshold used was 60 degrees and the step size was set to 0.9375mm. The anisotropy threshold was determined automatically by DSI Studio. Tracks with length less than 10 mm and more than 300mm were discarded. A total of 1,000,000 tracts were calculated per subject and saved in diffusion space.
Resection mask
To draw resection masks we linearly registered the postoperative T1 MRI to the preoperative MRI using the FSL FLIRT tool (Jenkinson and Smith 2001; Jenkinson et al. 2002) . Resection masks were then manually drawn using the FslView software by overlaying the postoperative MRI with the preoperative MRI starting at the most anterior coronal slice, then proceeding posteriorly every three slices. Once complete, coronal slices were then joined by drawing in every sagittal slice. Masks were saved in the preoperative T1 space. Linear registration is justified in this instance because nonlinear deformation of the tissue around the resection site may lead to misleading boundaries due to local deformations induced as part of the processing. All registrations were visually inspected in detail during the drawing of the resection mask.
Network generation
To align the tracts with the ROIs we linearly registered the preoperative T1 image to the first non-diffusion-weighted image and saved the transformation matrix using FSL FLIRT. We then multiplied every coordinate in every tract by the inverse of this transformation matrix to get the tracts in T1 space. The quality of the registration between tracts, ROIs, and the resection mask was confirmed through visual inspection for all subjects.
To generate preoperative connectivity matrices, we looped through all tracts and deemed two regions as connected if the two endpoints of the tract terminate in those regions. This generated a weighted connectivity (adjacency) matrix in which each entry in the matrix represents the number of streamlines connecting two regions. For postoperative connectivity matrices we performed the same process as above with one exception. Any tract that had any point within the resection mask was excluded from building the matrix. The inferred postoperative network therefore always had fewer streamlines than the preoperative network. This reduction in streamlines alone did not explain outcome ( Fig  S1) . For analysis we applied a log10 transformation to connection weights. Following this, right hemisphere regions (rows and columns in the matrix) were flipped in patients with a right sided resection as we investigated ipsi-and contralateral differences. All subjects had 72 regions per hemisphere.
A summary of the processing pipeline to generate the GIF connectivity matrices is shown in figure 1.
Visualisation
To visualise the resection mask we first linearly registered the preoperative T1 to the MNI brain template using FSL FLIRT to generate a transformation matrix. Next, we nonlinearly registered the preoperative T1-weighted image to the MNI template using FSL FNIRT initialised with the aforementioned transformation to generate a nonlinear warp. Finally, we applied this warp to both the preoperative T1-weighted image, and mask. All images were visually inspected to check for registration quality. We repeated this for all patients to generate a mask in MNI space. These masks were then loaded into MatLab, binarised (thresholded at 0.5), and summed across all subjects. This was then saved, and overlaid with the MNI brain using FSLView. Masks in MNI space were generated for visualisation purposes only and not used in the analysis.
Three-dimensional projections of brain regions were produced using the centre of mass for each region and visualised using BrainNet Viewer (Xia, Wang, and He 2013) . We created the scatter plots using the UniVarScatter function in Matlab (https://github.com/GRousselet/matlab_visualisation).
Network analysis
We investigated properties of the networks using well established graph theory measures that assessed the properties of a region, the properties of a connection, and the properties of the network as a whole (i.e. global). We excluded self-connections from all measures while applying the weighted and undirected versions of the functions in the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and Sporns 2010) . We investigated measures of strength, betweenness centrality, clustering, and global efficiency, since these have been suggested to be altered in previous studies (Bernhardt et al. 2011 Taylor et al. 2015 , Liu et al. 2014 ).
Elastic net regularisation and support vector machine classification framework
We implemented a machine learning framework to investigate the association of metrics indicating changes in the region strength, region volumes, and connection strength with seizure free (ILAE 1) and nonseizure free (ILAE 2-6) outcomes. We computed the aforementioned metrics and treated them as feature vectors. Specifically, the feature space included 380, 85, and 14 features computed from proportional reduction in the connection strength, region strength, and region volumes respectively for each subject. This resulted in a high-dimensional feature matrix, ∈ ℝ ,×. , where = 479 indicates the total number of features and = 53 denotes the total number of subjects in our study.
Since the number of features, , is much larger than the number of subjects, , we implemented a two-step classification paradigm (Munsell et al. 2015; Casanova et al. 2011 ). In the first step, we performed feature selection by implementing logistic regression with elastic net regularisation (Zou and Hastie 2005) . This gives a sparse -dimensional weight vector, ∈ ℝ . , which minimises the following regularised logistic regression problem:
where, = ( % , " , ⋯ , , ) is the -dimensional vector representing the surgical outcomes (+1 for seizure-free outcome and −1 for nonseizure-free outcome); S denotes the − th row of feature vector ∈ ℝ ,×. ; ; is the weight for the − th sample (all samples were equally weighted in our implementation); is the scalar intercept; ∥ ∥ % is the % regularisation (sparsity) term; and L " ∥ ∥ " " is the " regularisation (smoothness) term. We optimised the cost function in Eq. 1 by applying the LogisticR method in the sparse learning with efficient projections (SLEP) software package (Liu, Ji, and Ye 2009; Liu, Chen, and Ye 2009; Duchi et al. 2008 ).
The weight vector computed from Eq. 1 is a sparse representation of the training data set, i.e., the zero weights indicate the features which are not associated with surgical outcome, whereas the non-zero weights indicate the features associated with the surgical outcome.
We derived a binary mask by setting all the non-zero weights in to 1. Finally, we applied this mask to the high-dimensional feature space while selecting only the features associated with surgical outcome, resulting in a low-dimensional feature space.
In the second step of our classification framework, we incorporated the aforementioned reduced feature representation in a support vector machine (SVM) classifier with a linear kernel. We designed the SVM classifier in MATLAB using the 'fitcsvm' class. Specifically, we divided our data samples into test and training sets, incorporated a leave-one-out crossvalidation scheme, and computed the average accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. To prevent the classifier from evaluating skewed classification performance due to the between-class imbalance-36 in the seizure-free class as opposed to 17 in the non-seizurefree class-we implemented a class-weighted SVM by setting all class prior probabilities as uniform. This sets a higher misclassification penalty for the minority class as compared to the majority class, thereby preventing the classifier from learning simply from the underlying empirical data distribution (Osuna et al., 1997; Veropoulos et al., 1999; Wu and Srihari 2004) .
Since our objective was to determine a minimum set of features that would most accurately separate the good outcome and the poor outcome classes, we incorporated a leave-one-out cross-validated grid search on the % and " regularisation parameters ( , ) (Munsell et al. 2015; Casanova et al. 2011) . We varied the parameter sequentially from 0.01 to 0.96 in steps of 0.05 and the parameter from 0.01 to 1.96 in steps of 0.05. At each grid point, we incorporated the machine learning framework detailed above, obtained a reduced feature space, and computed the performance metrics indicating the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
Results
First, we investigate the impact of surgery on network regions and network connections. Finally, using machine learning we investigate how network change metrics relate to outcomes from surgery.
Impact of surgery on network regions
Region volumes
All patients had similar surgical resections with the most variation between subjects on the boundary of the resection site (Figure 2a ). The absolute (Figure 2b) , and relative ( Figure  2c ) volume of the resected tissue did vary between subjects, but did not explain outcome (p=0.56 and p=0.62 respectively -permutation test for difference between mean). Figure  2d shows the proportion of tissue remaining after resection. Unsurprisingly the regions which were most reduced in volume were amygdala, hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and the temporal pole. This suggests partial disruption to multiple regions, rather than complete disruption to specific regions Although there is variation between subjects in proportion of each region removed, this did not predict outcome ( Figure S2 ). These results are reproduced for the FreeSurfer atlas in figure S3 .
Region strength
Each brain region is connected to other regions with streamlines. The sum of all streamlines connected to a region is termed the region strength -i.e. how strongly a region is connected to all other regions. Figure 3 shows the impact of removing all streamlines that pass into the resected tissue by plotting the resultant change in strength. As expected, those regions that are partially removed (i.e. those showing a reduction in Figure 2d ) also have reduced strengths. The effect of surgery on other brain regions can be demonstrated with this approach. For example, the ipsilateral basal forebrain, although it is extratemporal and not resected, has a substantial reduction in strength for many patients. This suggests that preoperatively the basal forebrain has many of its connections with the resected tissue, rather than other areas. Several other areas beyond the resected regions also undergo alterations in strength in many subjects including the ipsilateral lateral, medial and posterior, orbital gyri amongst others. These results are shown in detail in table S2, and repeated for the FreeSurfer regions in figure S4 . It is worth noting that region strength changes shown here may not be limited to only regions partly, or wholly resected, but may also change if a portion of a tract travels through the resection site, effectively disconnecting two non-resected areas.
Broadly speaking, the strengths of contralateral regions were not as substantially affected by the surgery which suggests most connections are intrahemispheric. None of the changes in node strength met significance for association with seizure-free outcome or not.
Region network measures
The region volume change ( Figure 2) captures information solely about individual regions, whilst the region strength change (Figure 3 ) captures information about a region and its directly connected neighbours. Other measures of network regions capture information regarding aspects of their role in the wider network.
The betweenness centrality of a region represents how many of the shortest paths between other regions traverse the region, and can be considered as capturing the role of a region in information flow, or traffic, between other regions. Hub regions tend to occur in many of the shortest paths and have been implicated in a wide range of neurological disorders (Crossley et al. 2014 ). If a region is surgically removed, the shortest path between regions may be via other areas. The betweenness centrality of a region can therefore either increase or decrease following surgery. Figure 4 shows the change in betweenness centrality after surgery. Regions involved in the resection have reductions in betweenness centrality suggesting reduced integration of those areas with the wider network. However, if those regions are no longer occurring in shortest paths, the following question remains: which ones are? Figure 4a shows that many regions have substantial increase in betweenness centrality. The redirection of shortest paths in the network following surgery appears to be widely distributed among many other regions, rather than just the hubs -suggesting there are many alternative pathways (i.e. redundancy). Panel (b) in figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the median change across all patients. This confirms that the increases (shown in blue) are widespread, even in contralateral regions.
Because of the widespread redistribution of the shortest paths, we also evaluated global efficiency, which is the inverse of the average shortest path length of the network. Figure 4c demonstrates the reduction in global efficiency following surgery. Given the redirection of shortest paths shown in panel (a) of the same figure, it is now easy to see why the reduction on global efficiency is only relatively small (<10% in most cases). This change does not relate to seizure outcome (p=0.49 -permutation test for difference between mean). We observed similar results when using the FreeSurfer atlas ( Figure S5 ).
We additionally investigated the change in regional clustering coefficient, a measure of the interconnectedness of neighbours of a region, following surgery. We found very subtle differences in this measure beyond the resection site following surgery ( Figure S6 ), which did not relate to outcome. Figure 5a shows the connections which are affected by surgery in all patients. These connections typically involve those areas which are resected. Panel (b) shows the median reduction in connectivity following surgery. There are many connections which are only partly (as opposed to entirely) reduced in strength. Partial reduction in strength can be considered as removing some, but not all, of the connectivity between two areas. The greatest impact was seen in connections into the ipsilateral posterior temporal lobe and the inferior frontal lobe, with in some patients, connections to the ipsilateral parietal lobe and contralateral temporal lobe and medial frontal and parietal lobes.
Impact of surgery on network connections
Connection strength
Connection network measures
Similar to the regional betweenness centrality, connection (edge) betweenness centrality captures information regarding how often a connection occurs in the shortest path between other regions. This value can increase or decrease following surgery, as alternative paths are taken. Figure 6 shows the median change in betweenness centrality across all subjects. Decreases in connection betweenness centrality were broadly limited to ipsilateral temporal areas whereas the increases were more widely distributed.
Network change association with seizure outcome
As an outlook to prospective applications, we used a machine learning strategy to retrospectively investigate the association between network changes --region volume, region strength, and connection strength --with seizure outcome.
Our machine learning approach minimises the number of features that give a high accuracy of outcome classification. As input features we incorporated all changes in volume, region strength, and connection strength and applied an elastic net algorithm to select those which were most useful. Figure 7 shows those features selected by the algorithm. Fifteen features were selected, all of which were connections. This suggests that incorporating knowledge of regional properties (strength and volume change) does not improve the prediction substantially. All fifteen connections in figure 7 are coloured according to the difference in mean value between groups. In other words, a negative value shows that the mean ILAE>1 patient has a greater reduction in connectivity than the mean ILAE 1 patient (and vice-versa) . The greatest reduction any group can have is 1 (i.e. a 100% reduction).
Values are therefore bound between ± 1, and consequently not normally distributed. We therefore show the difference in mean, rather than the effect size. Eight of the features are connections involving the temporal pole. The list of selected features is given in table S2 and are visualised in movie 1. Replication of these results using normalised data, preoperative data, or the alternative FreeSurfer parcellation did not lead to substantial improvements in accuracy (Supplementary results S1). Those who became seizure free had greater reductions of connectivity into the ipsilateral superior temporal lobe and frontal lobe. Table 3 shows our findings including accuracy, sensitivity and specificity when using these features. Our specificity of 64.7% reflects the finding that of all patients that the model predicted would have a not-seizure-free outcome, 64.7% actually had a not-seizure-free outcome. This is substantially higher than the empirical distribution (32%).
Discussion
In this study we have used detailed neuroanatomical information from both pre-and postoperative MRI to investigate the impact of surgery on patient-specific brain networks.
Our three main contributions are as follows.
First, we find that the impact of surgery on global network properties is relatively small (a <10% change in efficiency in the majority of patients), due to a redirection of shortest paths. Second, there is no single feature which fully accounts for outcome with 100% accuracy. This means that there is likely not a single 'target' to aim for with surgery in this patient group that is captured by our data. Third, we have demonstrated that machine learning, in conjunction with connectivity change metrics, can produce predictions with high accuracy, and specificity which is twice as high as the empirical distribution. This means that around two thirds of the patients we predict are not seizure free, are actually not seizure free. This could help preoperatively in identifying which patients might have lower chances of becoming seizure free and put extra consideration in offering surgery or when consenting the patient.
Most previous network-based studies in epilepsy typically perform group comparisons of patients relative to controls using either structural networks (Kamiya et al. 2016; Taylor et al. 2015; Lemkaddem et al. 2014; Salvo et al. 2014; Bonilha et al. 2012) , functional networks (Chavez et al. 2010; Liao et al. 2010) , or both Douw et al. 2015; Wirsich et al. 2016) . Few have investigated alterations in global network properties with respect to surgical outcome (although see He et al, 2017 and Morgan et al, 2017 for recent examples). Bonilha and colleagues utilised preoperative structural networks inferred from diffusion MRI to investigate network properties with respect to surgical outcomes (Bonilha et al. 2013 ). This includes a multi-centre study using machine learning which is perhaps most similar to our work (Munsell et al. 2015) . That study analysed preoperative structural networks and compared several machine learning algorithms for feature selection and classification for prediction of surgical outcomes. They found that the best performing algorithm utilised an elastic net / support vector machine combination, and achieved a cross-site accuracy of 66%, with a same-site accuracy of 70%. We therefore chose to use broadly the same technique for classification here. Instead of investigating preoperative networks, however, we investigate the difference networks -i.e. the changes brought about by patient-specific surgery. These difference networks have led us to achieve an accuracy of 79%.
We have performed a retrospective analysis of connectivity change using a mask drawn from postoperative data -i.e. the tissue that was resected. However, we envisage that in future a prospective prediction could be performed. This should be possible using the preoperative data and a mask of what the surgeon intends to resect (e.g. through the manual adaptation of an 'average mask' in the case of a standardised surgery such as anterior temporal lobe resection). Indeed, in theory a prediction is possible for any given presurgical resection plan. Figure 8 suggests how this could be incorporated into such an evaluation, with the aim to address the question of, 'will this proposed resection render the patient seizure free?' We do not address the separate question of, 'what is the optimal resection for this patient?', which has to integrate the need to avoid damage to critical structures (e.g. Winston et al., 2012) . This study has developed a pipeline for answering the first of those two questions, and retrospectively validated it with 79% accuracy. Approaches to investigate the second of those questions have been proposed recently (Sinha et al, 2017 , Goodfellow et al 2016 .
Regional change following surgery
A potentially surprising result (figure 2), is that we found that the amount of resected tissue did not appear to predict outcome. This is in contrast to the work of (Wyler, Hermann, and Somes 1995) and (Shamim et al. 2009 ) who have shown that larger resections do correlate with seizure outcomes. However, other studies have found conflicting results which accord with our own findings (Hardy et al. 2003; Keller et al. 2015; Liao et al. 2016) . The variations in the literature may be due to different populations of left/right TLE, evidence of hippocampal sclerosis, and follow-up duration. Here we have controlled for these aspects where possible with no significant differences between outcome groups (Table 1) .
Our finding that there is variation between subjects, in terms of proportion of regions removed, can be explained by two potential factors. First, there are differences in tissue removed between subjects, and second, there are differences in regions between subjects.
The latter was one of our motivations for using two different parcellations to aid comparison (the second of which is shown in supplementary materials). Furthermore, the resolution of the parcellation (i.e. the number of regions that the brain network is divided into) will also affect results. Here we use fairly low resolution parcellations of ≈ 100 regions in contrast to recently proposed higher resolutions (Besson, Lopes, et al. 2014; Taylor, Wang, and Kaiser 2017) . Our reasoning for this is that in this study we compare regional properties between subjects; thus it is important that we are confident that one region in one subject is the same region in another, and can be reliably reproduced. One of the reasons that the FreeSurfer software is so popular for this is that the authors have demonstrated confidence maps at region boundaries (Fischl et al. 2004) . One of the drawbacks of using such low resolution connectivity matrices however is the inability to investigate detailed within-area architecture as in . Indeed, this may be an important and productive area of future research since, to our knowledge, all previous graph theoretic-based studies in epilepsy have excluded self-connectivity of regions from their analysis.
Network change following surgery
We suggest that our finding of only a relatively small reduction in network efficiency following surgery (figure 4c) may explain why surgery usually leads to relatively few severe side effects. The reason for only a subtle change in efficiency is the redirection of shortest paths via other connections as shown in figure 6 . We speculate that the decreases in edge betweenness correspond to those connections which undergo Wallerian degeneration. Furthermore, we speculate that connections with increased betweenness centrality will undergo 'strengthening', potentially reflected by increases in FA on structural imaging postoperatively. Qualitative evidence to support this has been shown by ) who found decreases in FA in tracts involving the resected tissue and increased FA in more distant ipsilateral superior tracts within fairly short timescales of three months. Further support for this hypothesis comes from a study by (Jeong et al. 2016) who report increases in the FA of connections following frontal lobe epilepsy surgery far from the surgical site. Other studies have also made similar findings (Yogarajah et al. 2010 , Pustina et al 2014 , Faber et al, 2013 . Taken together, this suggests a potential rerouting of connectivity, via new shortest paths, leading to increased FA and thus avoiding major cognitive deficits following surgery.
The relationship between network efficiency, shortest path lengths, and function is not entirely clear. However, path transitivity, which is strongly related to path length has been shown to strongly correlate to functional connectivity (Goñi et al, 2014) . Network efficiency itself has also been shown to relate to intelligence in functional networks in healthy controls (van den Heuvel et al, 2009) . It remains to be seen how changes to network efficiency metrics following surgery relate to patient changes in brain function beyond seizure outcome.
In addition to widespread network changes such as those described above, the network change pipeline also allows the inference of more localised differences. As shown in figure 3, we found decreases in node strength in extratemporal areas, particularly the basal forebrain in the frontal lobe. This leads us to suggest that frontal lobe function may be altered following surgery. Several studies are in agreement with this. For example, Stretton et al (2014) found improvements in frontal lobe working memory function after surgery, whilst Martin et al (2000) showed significant increases in verbal fluency following surgery. However, other studies have also found conflicting results (see Stretton 2012 for review).
We hypothesise these improvements are related to post-surgical alterations in connectivity, and the variability in the results may be down to patient variation (i.e. the large spread in figure 3 ). Future studies correlating these changes in connectivity with changes in frontal lobe function will help to elucidate these relationships, potentially predicting not only seizure outcome, but also functional outcomes. Indeed, this has already been demonstrated in stroke where connectivity change metrics have been found to relate to functional outcomes (Kuceyseki et al, 2015) .
Machine learning for outcome prediction
Although very few have used brain network data, several studies in recent years have begun to apply machine learning strategies for surgical outcome prediction. The benefits of the approach appear promising. For example, (Bernhardt et al. 2015) , using hippocampal measurements as features, made outcome predictions with 81% accuracy. In another study of surgical outcomes in temporal lobe epilepsy (Memarian et al. 2015 ) demonstrated accuracy of 95% using various features derived from both imaging and demographic data. In addition, (Feis et al. 2013 ) achieved accuracy of outcome prediction of up to 96% using preoperative T1 measurements of white matter volumes. Other studies have also used machine learning algorithms, along with imaging data, to classify lateralisation of seizure onset (Focke et al. 2012 . Our prediction accuracy is in a broadly similar range to many of these and may be improved by including other features such as those used for generating predictive nomograms (Jehi et al, 2015) .
Multiple approaches exist in machine learning to attempt to improve the accuracy of the outcome prediction by selecting the most predictive features from a high-dimensional feature space (Tibshirani 1996 , Hoerl 2004 , Breiman 1984 , Breiman 2001 ). Here we have adopted a fairly conservative approach in which we implement elastic net regularisation (Zou and Hastie, 2005) while incorporating regularisation parameters which identify a minimum number of features important for the prediction. Even using this conservative approach we obtain a prediction accuracy of 79.2%. It is worth noting that we impose a prior probability expectation of 50%. If we did not impose this, and instead used the empirical distribution of outcomes (68% : 32% -row 1 in table 1), it would be easy to get accuracies of at least 68% by simply suggesting all patients will be seizure-free. The prediction accuracy of 79.2%, even using our highly conservative approach, is therefore encouraging.
Strengths & weaknesses
There are several strengths to this work. For example, here we have a fairly large cohort of 53 patients which were all scanned on the same scanner using the same scanning protocol. We also have good consistency in terms of operation type (all anterior temporal lobe resection performed by the same 2 surgeons using the same technique), and consistency in follow-up duration for outcome -12 months. The consistency in follow-up duration is particularly important because outcomes can change over time (de Tisi et al. 2011) . A further strength of our study, in comparison to some other network connectivity change studies, is that our analysis is performed in subject space. This means nonlinear deformations of the scans to a common space, which may decrease the accuracy of the region mapping, are not necessary. Our investigation of changes in structural connectivity following surgery using a ChaCo-like approach is, to our knowledge, novel in epilepsy.
A possible weakness of this study is that we have flipped the connectivity matrices in right TLE patients, simplifying our analysis into ipsi-and contralateral hemispheres. Although there is precedence for this approach (Bonilha et al. 2013 , Munsell et al. 2015 , Ji et al. 2015 it has been suggested that left and right TLE are not simply the mirror image of each other , especially with respect to post-surgical cognitive deficits. We did try to mitigate this however by ensuring the proportion of left:right patients in each outcome group are similar (p=0.3353; Table 1 ). Another potential bias is the resection mask, which was manually drawn for all subjects by the same rater. Potential variations between raters may exist. However, previous studies have shown high inter-rater agreement for injury mask drawing in stroke , where the boundary is less clean and more varied than a surgical site, giving confidence in the masks drawn here. Our choice of tractography algorithm was influenced by the intention to limit false positive connections as suggested by Zalesky et al (2016) . Despite this, there are known limitations with all approaches and this study should also be considered with the known limitations of the imaging technologies in mind. For example, the inability to resolve connection direction and potential bias for tractography to favour shorter, straighter connections (Jones 2010) . Our use of number of streamlines as a connectivity metric is based on the extensive prior literature of ChaCo analysis by Kuceyeski and colleagues (2013 Kuceyeski and colleagues ( , 2015a Kuceyeski and colleagues ( , 2015b . However, other connection strength metrics, such as density (Taylor et al 2015) , or volume (Irimia & van Horn, 2016 ) may also yield informative results.
Outlook and wider implications
Although we have focussed exclusively on temporal lobe epilepsy surgery here, this method could be generalised to other types of neurosurgery such as those for tumours or movement disorders. Additionally, other outcome criteria could also be predicted. For example, instead of predicting seizure outcome, functional deficits arising due to damage to known functional subnetworks (e.g. somatomotor, attention, visual) could be predicted using existing atlases (Yeo et al. 2011 ). Our approach would be possible if preoperative imaging data is available and a proposed resection mask drawn before the surgery. Deficits for the given mask (surgery) could then be predicted for individual subjects. Additionally, multiple proposed masks (surgeries) could be tested against each other in-silico, the results for each compared, and the optimal surgery predicted. Algorithms for a similar approach are already being developed for invasive electrode recordings (Rodionov et al. 2013 , Sinha et al, 2017 .
Conclusion
It is to be expected that outcome from surgery will depend not only on the network connectivity of the brain before surgery, but the disruption to this network caused by the surgery itself. This can be measured as the change in connectivity, which can be predicted for a given resection preoperatively. Our analysis shows that such connectivity change metrics can be used to retrospectively predict seizure outcome with high accuracy, and may relate to functional outcomes.
